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O ur nation's mistreatment (https://www.history.com/news/the-father-of-modern-
gynecology-performed-shocking-experiments-on-slaves) of Black femmes in health

care can be traced to Dr. James Marion Sims, the "father of modern gynecology" who
experimented on enslaved Black women without anesthesia, due to his racist beliefs of Black
people not being able to experience pain. This racist belief system is still tacitly practiced
within the health care system, where Black patients are undertreated
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2016/04/04/do-blacks-feel-
less-pain-than-whites-their-doctors-may-think-so/?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.ce1b43cc76c6)for pain by white health care professionals.
Furthermore, the racial empathy gap practiced by health care professionals is heightened
(https://slate.com/technology/2013/06/racial-empathy-gap-people-dont-perceive-pain-in-
other-races.html) due to a person's perceived socioeconomic status, which has resulted in
better treatment for not only wealthier patients, but even those assumed to be wealthier, a
status marker often associated with skin color, yes, but also gender and body type.

To navigate our country's health care system as a fat Black queer femme means to interact
with implicit systems of power and privilege that dehumanize your lived experience of illness.
Evidenced by Serena Williams' health complication
(https://www.vox.com/identities/2018/1/11/16879984/serena-williams-childbirth-scare-
black-women)s after childbirth, Black women and femmes' cries for medical treatment are
dismissed by health care professionals. This is an experience that Walela Nehanda
(https://www.instagram.com/itswalela/) lives through on a daily basis, as they seek medical
treatment for their blood cancer, all while being disbelieved by health care professionals.
Nehanda's search for appropriate treatment makes clear why, compared to any racial and
ethnic group, Black people in the United States have the highest death rate
(https://www.cancer.org/research/cancer-facts-statistics/cancer-facts-figures-for-african-
americans.html)and shortest survival rate for cancer.

When Nehanda first went looking for answers about why they weren't feeling well, the health
care system labeled them an addict (https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2018/apr/28/opioid-epidemic-selects-white-victim-black-addict), a racist designation
all too often assigned to frail Black people seeking medical treatment at emergency rooms.
Despite their physical conditions of shallow breathing, dizziness, and the inability to walk
properly, health care professionals dismissed potential diagnostic tests, until one nurse
advocated for the blood test which resulted in Nehanda's leukemia diagnosis.
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"Ever since then, that hasn't changed," Nehanda says. "No matter where I am or where I go, I
am constantly questioned about the validity of my disease from health care professionals to
racist white people online, and those assumptions are not informed by anything except
stereotypes meant to delegitimize and dehumanize Black people, and specifically Black
femmes."

Medical studies have found significant racial disparities (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
african-american/african-american-blood-cancer-patients-do-fare-worse-
idUSBRE96810120130709) in what happens after Black and white patients with blood cancer
seek medical treatment. But even before seeking treatment, differences can be felt—and the
dividing lines aren't just racial, but also have to do with body type. Prior to their cancer
diagnosis, Nehanda received numerous compliments from family members and friends
regarding their weight loss, a common early symptom of cancer. This kind of peer
reinforcement that all weight loss is a sign of something positive, can lead to people ignoring
what their body is telling them, i.e. that something is seriously wrong. Since their diagnosis in
September 2017, Nehanda has gained back their weight, though they are regularly exercising
and living a healthy lifestyle; but this is a sign of recovery, not one for concern.

"Cancer makes you interrogate your body differently. There was this immediate hatred I had
for my body where I was like, How am I good if I house such a bad thing?" Nehanda explains.
"Pair that with an 11-plus-year battle with eating disorders, being inundated with Eurocentric
beauty standards, and watching my body change constantly, I had no choice but to sit with the
beliefs I formerly had and ask: Are these even real? Are these beliefs helping you?"

These fatphobic beliefs are embedded within society, and affect how fat people are treated
and discriminated against, despite the fact that a higher
(https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hestat/obesity_adult_15_16/obesity_adult_15_16.pdf) number
of Americans meet the threshold for being medically classified as overweight or obese, than
40 years ago. Although a person's weight is not necessarily correlated to their health, the idea
of the "obesity epidemic" has negatively influenced health care professionals' treatment of fat
individuals. Weight bias (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13679-013-0070-y#Sec9) is
real and has resulted in reduced appointment times and less emotional sympathy for the
patients' symptoms.

"Much of these false assumptions are also informed by an idea that fat people are undeserving
of empathy or that it's impossible for fat people to actually be disabled," Nehanda says,
explaining that people assume that fat people "are just lazy. Additionally, what has made my
experience in battling cancer especially hard is the fact that I don't see people who look like
me: Black, queer, fat, etc."
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Cultural differences attribute to a greater disconnection between health care professionals
and their Black femme patients. In a Huffington Post
(https://highline.huffingtonpost.com/articles/en/everything-you-know-about-obesity-is-
wrong/?
ncid=fcbklnkushpmg00000063&utm_campaign=hp_fb_pages&utm_source=main_fb&utm_medium=facebook)
article, Joy Cox recalled how her doctor believed her bile duct was inflamed, due to her high
intake of fried chicken. She stated, "He managed to denigrate my fatness and my blackness in
the same sentence." For marginalized people who exist outside of societal assumptions of
health and wellness, accessing health care services is a constant battle of advocating for
medical treatment.

Financial costs for blood cancer are significantly (http://www.ascopost.com/News/59475)
higher than for other cancers. Coming to terms with this is an everyday reality for Nehanda,
who utilized their social media platforms to fundraise for living expenses to assist with
chemotherapy treatments. An organizer online and in South Central Los Angeles with Spit
Justice (https://www.facebook.com/SpitJustice/?__tn__=kC-
R&eid=ARAuyBEZQBHPWTVzR1LivEpbgC41QqV2sgHFj6ZcGie4xyq6SX5DjLQpIRXun0tRpFyv8KINJLmYyrS-
&hc_ref=ARTAIwGX4c9KghFlgy5jSU4IHK2qFLtw-
whrykL1e9Foq7EfE5DW1xPlpG4weNIEXJ0&fref=nf), they find Black joy through grassroots
organizing with youth in their community, and demand self-determination and liberation.

For generations, young Black women and femmes have organized against unjust societal
beliefs, particularly those that negatively impact the most marginalized members of society.
For generations, these individuals have given their lives to social movements to ensure
liberation for communities within an oppressive state. The sad reality is that many of these
organizers never received acknowledgment for their contributions to society. We have the
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opportunity to ensure that Walela Nehanda's life, and others like theirs, does not go
unnoticed. As for Nehanda, they say, "I've learned that my only obligation is to my health,
because this work can't get done if I ain't alive."
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